Cloning and developmental expression of the alpha 3 chain of chicken type IX collagen.
Fibrous and nonfibrous collagens comprise two major groups within the collagen family and both groups are found in a diverse variety of tissue fabrics. Type IX collagen is in the nonfibrous group; three different subunits of type IX collagen have been identified and the alpha 1 and alpha 2 subunits have been cloned. Using molecular cloning methods we have isolated, from an embryonic chicken cartilage library, cDNA clones which code for the entire alpha 3 chain of chicken type IX collagen. The cDNA clones encompass 2416 base pairs which have a conceptual open reading frame for a protein containing 675 amino acids including 193 Gly-X-Y repeats. These collagen repeats are in three separate domains which are interspersed with four major noncollagen domains. The collagen repeats also have four minor interruptions. This chain organization directly aligns with both the alpha 1 and alpha 2 chains of chicken type IX collagen. Comparison of the deduced amino acid sequence with peptide sequences of type IX collagens shows identity with 95 of the 96 known residues of the chicken alpha 3 chain and 81 of the 98 known residues of the bovine alpha 3 chain. The identical residues match those in five peptide fragments, two from the bovine protein and three from the chicken protein. The chicken and bovine alpha 3 chains have conserved cross-linking sites, separated by 137 residues which span 40 nm, the length of the hole zone in a collagen fibril. The NC3 domain of the chicken alpha 3 chain contains a repeat Cys-Pro motif which is present in both vertebrate and invertebrate nonfibrillar collagens. Northern blot hybridization exhibits a major mRNA of about 3.3 kilobases; this transcript is found in cartilaginous tissues in the embryo, including the developing limb and is not detected in other tissues or in the precondensation stage of limb development. The composite data delineate the primary structure of the alpha 3 chain of chicken type IX collagen, show its close relationship to the alpha 1 and alpha 2 chains, demonstrate its mRNA transcript, and show the appearance of that transcript in tissues of the developing chick embryo.